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We develop theoretical cross sections for Penning detachment of H 2 from excited Li and Ca atoms for
impact energies between 25 meV and 20 eV. We examine two kinds of cases: those that leave the target in its
ground state and those that leave the target excited after the collision, namely, H 2 1Li(3s), H 2 1Li(3 p),
H 2 1Li(3d), and H 2 1Ca(4s5s 1 S e ). Our results show that, in general, Penning detachment is enhanced
when several decay channels are open and that the target is left preferentially in the nearest excited state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Penning detachment is the name we have given to the
process in which a negative ion A 2 collides with an electronically excited energy donor N * and the energy of excitation passes from the donor to the negative ion and sets the
excess electron free, leaving as final products A1N1e 2 .
The process was so named by analogy with Penning ionization, the well-studied collision process A1N * →A1N 1
1e 2 . Typical cross sections for Penning ionization are
roughly like gas-kinetic cross sections, of order 10 216 cm 2
@1,2#. Cross sections for simple collisional detachment can
be much smaller ~see, e.g., @3# and references therein! because their magnitudes come largely from crossing-point interactions of potential-energy curves for bound and free
states of the extra electron. By contrast, early estimates @4# of
the cross sections for Penning detachment indicated that
these should be considerably larger than either of these, possibly even of the order 10 214 cm 2 . Hence the process is
tantalizing for study, even for this reason alone. Cross sections this large imply that Penning detachment must play an
important role in kinetics of almost any gaseous or plasma
environment in which negative ions and excited atoms or
molecules are both present. Nevertheless, it has gone nearly
unstudied until now @5,6#.
In a previous work @7# we have studied Penning detachment of H 2 by impact of excited He and Li atoms. In that
paper, we considered Penning detachment processes in
which the neutral atom remains in the ground state. This led
us to understand the basic principles that govern Penning
detachment and to provide total cross sections for collisions
in which the target is initially in the lowest excited state:
H 2 1Li * (1s 2 2p) and H 2 1He * (1s2s 1 S e ). In these cases
all the excitation energy is used to detach the excess electron
from the ion. In contrast, when the target is initially in a
higher excited state, the excitation energy may be large
enough to detach an electron and leave the target in a lower
excited state. For example, in the collision H 2
1Li * (1s 2 3s), the Li atom can be left in either the ground
state Li (1s 2 2s) or the first excited state Li * (1s 2 2 p). Al-

though in @7# we also investigated detachment from
Li * (1s 2 3s), Li * (1s 2 3 p), and Li * (1s 2 3d) excited states,
we only allowed for decay into the ground state of Li, so that
the computed cross sections do not correspond to total cross
sections.
In this work we study multichannel Penning detachment
processes by considering all energetically allowed final states
of the target. Our aim is not only to provide total Penning
detachment cross sections for these cases but also to find out
how the presence of several open channels affects this process, either by enhancing its cross section or by redistributing the products among the accesible final states. This may
be valuable information for experiments in progress @8# because, although single-channel Penning detachment cross
sections are very large, the available ion densities are rather
small. Since experiments carried out in our laboratory make
use of Ca atoms as energy donors, we will also present calculations for Penning detachment of H 2 from excited Ca. As
is well known, electron correlation between the two valence
electrons of Ca is very important @9#, which is a major difference from the targets investigated in @7#. Thus our calculations with Ca targets will also allow us to study the role of
initial-state correlation in the process.
In the next section we briefly describe the methods used
to carry out the calculations. Section III presents the cross
sections and Sec. IV a discussion of the results and their
implications. Atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise stated.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
A. Local approximation

We treat the problem semiclassically in this sense: the
nuclei follow classical trajectories in the field induced by the
effective interatomic potential, whereas the electrons are described quantum mechanically. On any given nuclear trajectory, the electronic wave function is the solution of the
Schrödinger equation
i

d
C ~ t ! 5HelC ~ t ! ,
dt

~1!

*Permanent address: Departamento de Quı́mica C-9, Universidad
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where Hel is the molecular Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian,
which depends parametrically on time through the internu-
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clear distance R(t), C(t) is the electronic wave function,
and t is the time coordinate of the collision event. The initial
state of the system, A 2 1N * , is embedded in the electronic
continuum of the molecular negative ion AN 2 formed during
the collision. With this picture in mind, we define a basis of
states as follows. Bound electronic states for t52` are formally the solutions of
~ QHelQ2E i ! c i 50

~2!

and ~unbound! electronic continuum states are the solutions
of
~ P n l HelP n l 2E ! c E, n l 50,

P n l P n 8 l 8 5 d nn 8 d ll 8 ,

~4!

(n (l P n l ,

~5!

PQ50,

~6!

P1Q51

~7!

for all R.
To solve Eq. ~1! in @7# we used the close-coupling method
by expanding the electronic wave function C(t) in the basis
$ c i , c E, n l % . An explicit solution of the corresponding system
of coupled equations showed that, for collision velocities
smaller than 0.01 a.u., all dynamical couplings corresponding to the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximations can be neglected. The calculations also showed that the
couplings ^ c E, n l u P n l HelP n 8 l 8 u c E, n 8 l 8 & are responsible for a
redistribution of the population within the continuum and
barely contribute to the total detachment process, which is
mainly controlled by the bound-continuum couplings
^ c i u QHelP n l u c E, n l & . Finally, we found that, under these conditions, a local approximation @10,11#, which assumes that
the entrance channel c 0 is well separated in energy from the
remaining Q states and that the resonant state formed in the
collision decays exponentially, leads to Penning detachment
cross sections that are almost identical to those obtained with
the much more involved close-coupling method. For this reason, and since the number of continuum states one must
include in a multichannel problem is much larger than in @7#,
we use the local approximation to evaluate the total Penning
detachment cross sections in this work. In this approximation, the total ionization probability for a given nuclear trajectory can be written

S E

P ~ b ! 512exp 22

`

R0

D

G ~ R ! / v~ R ! dR ,

~8!

(n (l z^ c 0u QHelP n lu c E5E

0 ,nl

1

v~ R ! 5
v0

A

12

2V ~ R !

m v 20

b2
2 2
R

& z2 ,

~9!

,

~10!

and R 0 is the classical turning point. V(R) is the interatomic
potential, m the reduced mass of the nuclei, v 0 the initial
velocity, and b the impact parameter. The total detachment
cross section is given by

s 52 p

E

`

0

b P ~ b ! db.

~11!

B. Wave functions
2

In the H 1Li * collision, Penning detachment is essentially a two-electron process in which the energy of the excited electron of Li is transferred to the loosely bound electron of H 2 , the other electrons remaining passive during the
collision. Therefore, the dynamics of the Penning detachment process can be studied using an effective two-electron
Hamiltonian Hel . In the H 2 1Li * case we have used the
same model Hamiltonian and the same Q wave functions as
in @7#. Besides the P functions used in @7# to describe the
final continuum states associated with the lowest target state
Li(2s), in this work we have also included those associated
to the first excited state Li(2p). In the latter case, the twoelectron continuum states are built using the same discretized
continuum orbitals of H 2 as those used in @7# for the former
case.
For the H 2 1Ca * collision, the situation is more complicated because the electron correlation between the two valence electrons of calcium cannot be neglected. So one has to
extend the techniques developed in @7# to deal with an effective three-electron system. The potentials that describe the
interaction between an electron and the core of the negative
ion and between an electron and the Ca core ~i.e., an electron
and a Ca 21 ion! take the simple forms @12,13#
Z H2
~ 11 a H2 r H2 ! e 22 a H2 r H2 ,
r H2

~12!

1
~ Z Ca21 !
2
~ 11 a Car Ca! e 22 a Car Ca,
r Ca
r Ca

~13!

V H2 52
V Ca52

whose analytic expressions are identical to those used in @7#.
As in the latter work, we use a H2 50.6973. For the Ca potential we have used a Ca51.7228. The effective threeelectron Hamiltonian is written
Hel5HH2 ~ 1 ! 1HCa~ 2,3! 1V H2 ~ 2 ! 1V H2 ~ 3 ! 1V Ca~ 1 !
1

1
1
1
,
r 12 r 13

~14!

where
1
HH2 ~ 1 ! 52 ¹ 21 1V H2 ~ 1 !
2

where G(R) is the total width of the c 0 state
G ~ R ! 52 p

v (R) is the radial velocity of the nuclei

~3!

where n represents the set of quantum numbers describing
the final state of the target, l is the angular momentum of the
ejected electron, and P n l and Q are projection operators that
satisfy the exclusionary conditions

P5
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~15!

and HCa is an effective two-electron Hamiltonian for the Ca
atom:
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1
1
1
HCa~ 2,3! 52 ¹ 22 2 ¹ 23 1V Ca~ 2 ! 1V Ca~ 3 ! 1
.
2
2
r 23
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~16!

The latter Hamiltonian includes neither valence-core polarization potentials nor dielectronic polarization potentials that
are essential to obtain highly accurate energy levels @14#.
However, our aim is not to reach spectroscopic accuracy for
the Ca atomic states, but to provide a basis of correlated Ca
states for the dynamical treatment; we do not expect these
terms to have a significant effect in the calculated cross sections.
The Q states are obtained by diagonalizing QHelQ in a
basis of ~properly antisymmetrized! three-electron configurations of the form $ w 1s H2 F k Ca% , where w 1s H2 is the lowest
one-electron orbital of the anion and the F k Ca functions are
the eigenstates of the calcium Hamiltonian HCa . The F k Ca
states included in the present calculations are 1 S e (4s 2 ),
1 e
1 o
1 e
1 o
D (4s3d),
P (4s4p),
S (4s5s),
D (4p3d),
1 e
1 o
1 o
1 e
D (4s4d),
P (4s5p),
F (4p3d),
S (4s6s),
1 o
1 e
P (4s6p), and D (4s5d). Configurations with three active electrons in Ca ~i.e., corresponding to the Ca 2 ion! are
not included in the diagonalization procedure since their contribution to the Penning detachment process is expected to be
small. The Ca states are obtained by diagonalizing HCa in a
basis of properly antisymmetrized two-electron configurations of the form w i Caw j Ca, where the w i Ca functions are the
eigenfunctions of the Ca 1 Hamiltonian
~17!
~ 2 21 ¹ 2 1V Ca! w i Ca5 e i Caw i Ca.
All w orbitals are written as linear superpositions of
Gaussian-type orbitals ~GTOs!. An illustration of the quality
of our description for the Ca states is provided by the calculated value of the ground-state polarizability, which is 174
a.u., to be compared with the experimental value of 169
617 a.u. @15#. To avoid any possible inconsistency in the
evaluation of the cross sections, we have used the experimental energies of calcium @16# at R5`.
The P states are ~properly antisymmetrized! threeelectron configurations of the form c̃ E, n l 5 w̃ e ,l F n Ca, where
F n Ca is the final two-electron state of Ca and the w̃ e ,l functions are discretized continuum orbitals. We have evaluated
these states for all accesible F n Ca states of calcium. The discretized continuum orbitals w̃ e ,l are obtained by diagonalizing the one-electron Hamiltonian HH2 using an eventempered sequence of GTOs for each l @17# and correspond
to those solutions with energies lying above the detachment
threshold of H 2 . The discretized electronic continuum thus
obtained is handled as in @7#. Only l50 and l51 continuum
states have been included since, as explained in @7#, higher
angular momenta lead to a redistribution of the final state
population but barely affect the value of the total cross section.

FIG. 1. Potential-energy curves for the LiH 2 quasimolecule.
The labels nl represent the asymptotic states H 2 1Li(1s 2 nl). The
dotted lines show the position of the ionization thresholds H1
Li(1s 2 2s)1e 2 and H1Li(1s 2 2p)1e 2 .

calculated potential-energy curves should be reliable for
R.2 a.u. where delocalization effects that might affect the
inner atomic cores are negligible. Figure 1 also shows the
position of the two lowest detachment thresholds. It can be
seen that the Q states dissociating into H 2 1Li(3s), H 2
1Li (3p), and H 2 1Li(3d) can decay either to H1Li(2s)
1e 2 or H1Li(2p)1e 2 , whereas the Q state dissociating
into H 2 1Li(2p) can decay only to H1Li(2s)1e 2 . The
total Penning detachment cross sections for the former three
cases are given in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the values of
these cross sections in the high-energy region are at least
twice as large as the ones reported in @7# where decay to H1
Li(2p)1e 2 was not included. At lower energies, the present
values are closer to the ones reported previously because the
Penning detachment process is almost entirely dominated by
nuclear trajectory effects: the Langevin effect @18# in the
case of H 2 1Li(3s) @and to a lesser extent H 2 1Li(3 p)#,
and the potential barrier that shuts off Penning detachment in

III. RESULTS
A. H 2 1Li *

In Fig. 1 we show the energy correlation diagram for the
Q states of the LiH 2 quasimolecule. As explained in @7#, the

FIG. 2. Total Penning detachment cross sections for the H 2
1Li(3s), H 2 1Li(3p), and H 2 1Li(3d) collisions. The dashed
line is the Langevin approximation.
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the case of H 2 1Li(3d). As explained in @7#, the Langevin
model assumes that the transition probability is equal to one
for impact parameters smaller than that for which the projectile orbits about the target. Consequently, in this model the
cross section is independent of the nature of the couplings
and is determined completely by the polarizability a of the
initial target state through the formula @18#

s5

SD

2p a
v0 m

1/2

.

~18!

The dashed line in Fig. 2 shows the results obtained from
this equation.
As the local approximation neglects coherence between
open channels, it is not possible to know from this approximation how much is left in the individual channels Li(2s)
and Li(2p). However, it is still possible to infer whether
transitions to each channel are equally important or, by contrast, one channel dominates the detachment process. To answer this question, we have also performed calculations by
closing artificially the lowest detachment channel H
1Li(2s)1e 2 . The results so obtained are very close to
those shown in Fig. 2, thus indicating that, in a first step,
the dominant process is the transition from the initial state to
the continuum associated with the highest available channel.
One might be tempted to say that this is not surprising for the
Li(3s) and Li(3d) initial states because dipolar decay to
Li(2p) is highly probable, but it is rather unexpected for
Li(3p) because the latter might be expected to decay mainly
to Li(2s). However, this argument does not take into account that all these states suffer from Stark mixing, so that
all of them have a component that can decay to Li(2p)
through a dipolar transition. In fact, we have shown in @7#
that Stark mixing for the n53 states of Li takes place at
distances as large as 100 a.u., so that the Li(3 p) state may
undergo an effective dipolar transition to Li(2 p). Then, from
these calculations, we can conclude that, as far as dipolar
decay of the initial state is possible, the collision leaves the
neutral atom in the closest excited states, so that the ejected
electrons have the lowest possible kinetic energy. The H
1Li(2p)1e 2 channel may be populated in a second step as
a result of the interaction with the H1Li(2s)1e 2 channel.

FIG. 3. Potential-energy curves for the CaH 2 quasimolecule.
The labels nln 8 l 8 represent the asymptotic states H 2 1Ca(nlnl 8 ).
The dotted lines show the position of the ionization
thresholds H1Ca(4s 21 S e )1e 2 , H1Ca(4s3d 1 D e )1e 2 , and H
1Ca(4s4 p 1 P o )1e 2 .

creases substantially when we go up in energy, thus complicating the theoretical calculations.
We discuss first detachment from the two lowest excited
states that can decay only to the ground state of Ca. Figure
4 shows that the cross sections for these two processes are
very similar in the higher-energy region. In fact, the
1 e
D (4s3d) and 1 P o (4s4 p) states are so close in energy
~see Fig. 3! that mixing induced by the H 2 ion is important
even at very long internuclear distances. Consequently, both
states have a comparable P component that can decay to the
S ground state through a dipolar transition. The different
behavior observed at very low energies results from the differences in the interatomic potentials: while the potentialenergy curve of the quasimolecular state dissociating into
H 2 1Ca(4s3d 1 D e ) is attractive in the region of physical
interest, that of the state dissociating into H 2

B. H 2 1Ca *

In Fig. 3 we show the energy correlation diagram for the
Q states of the CaH 2 quasimolecule. The figure also shows
the position of the three lowest detachment thresholds. As in
the previous case, we expect our calculated potential-energy
curves to be reliable for R.2 a.u. In this case we have
studied Penning detachment of H 2 from the three lowest
excited states of calcium: 1 D e (4s3d), 1 P o (4s4 p), and
1 e
S (4s5s). Penning detachment of H 2 from the two former
states can leave Ca only in its ground state 1 S e (4s 2 ),
whereas Penning detachment from the latter state can leave
Ca in either the ground state or the 1 D e (4s3d) or
1 o
P (4s4p) excited state ~see Fig. 3!. The corresponding
total Penning detachment cross sections are presented in Fig.
4. We have not considered detachment from more excited
states of calcium because the number of open channels in-

FIG. 4. Total Penning detachment cross sections for the H 2
1Ca(4s3d 1 D e ), H 2 1Ca(4s4p 1 P o ), and H 2 1Ca(4s5s 1 S e ) collisions. The dashed line is the Langevin approximation.
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FIG. 5. Penning detachment cross sections for the
H 2 1Ca(4s5s 1 S e ) collision obtained by closing the H1
Ca(4s 2 1 S e )1e 2 and H1Ca(4s3d 1 D e )1e 2 channels ~full line!,
by closing the H1Ca(4s3d 1 D e )1e 2 and H1Ca(4s4p 1 P o )1e 2
channels ~dashed line!, and by closing the H1Ca(4s 2 1 S e )1e 2 and
H1Ca(4s4 p 1 P o )1e 2 channels ~dotted line!.

1Ca(4s4 p 1 P o ) is slightly repulsive. Therefore, at very low
impact energies, Penning detachment from Ca(4s4p 1 P o ) is
hindered and the cross section decreases. In any case, the
curves shown in Fig. 4 are rather flat in the region of impact
energies considered in this work because the cross sections
are so large at high energies that trajectory effects do not
play a significant role in this case. @We found a similar situation in @7# for the collision H 2 1Li(2p).#
As mentioned above, Penning detachment from
Ca(4s5s 1 S e ) can also leave Ca in an excited state. It can be
observed in Fig. 4 that at very low impact energies the cross
section tends to the Langevin values. The explanation for
this behavior is the same as the one given in Sec. III A.
However, in the present case, the actual cross section is
much larger than the Langevin cross section ~especially at
higher energies!, so that the Langevin effect is less apparent.
As in Sec. III A, we can get significant physical insight into
the roles of the different detachment channels by closing
artificially some of them. In Fig. 5 we present results obtained by closing two channels, so that Penning detachment
is only possible to the remaining channel. It can be seen
that the dominant process is H 2 1Ca(4s5s 1 S e )→H
1Ca(4s4 p 1 P o )1e 2 . Moreover, the corresponding cross
section is almost identical to the one obtained by including
all three channels. Therefore, as in the case of excited Li
atoms, Penning detachment takes place through the nearest
excited state of the target. Besides, it corresponds to the allowed dipolar transition Ca(4s5s 1 S e ) →Ca(4s4p 1 P o ),
which explains the high value of the cross section. Again we
observe that Penning detachment is enhanced with respect to
those cases for which only one decay channel is available.
IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied Penning detachment of H 2 from excited
Li and Ca atoms for impact energies between 25 meV and 20

4213

eV. We have focused on those cases for which the excitation
energy of the donor is large enough to leave it in an excited
state, namely, H 2 1Li(3s), H 2 1Li(3p), H 2 1Li(3d) and
H 2 1Ca(4s5s 1 S e ). Our results show that Penning detachment is enhanced when several decay channels are open. In
the case of Li projectiles with excited electrons in the n53
shell, Penning detachment proceeds through the excited
Li(2p) state, thus yielding electrons with the lowest possible
energy. In the case of Ca(4s5s 1 S e ), the dominant process is
decay to the neighboring Ca(4s4p 1 P o ) state. We can then
conclude that the dominant mechanism is a transition from
the initially bound state to the continuum states associated
with the nearest detachment threshold. The remaining open
channels may be populated as well, but likely as the result of
a second transition from the dominant detachment channel
~direct transitions from the entrance channel are expected to
be important only at short internuclear distances, so that their
relative contribution to the total cross section is less significant!.
In particular, our calculations for excited Ca targets lead
to cross sections that are larger than 10214 cm 2 across the
whole energy range investigated here. This result is in reasonable agreement with order-of-magnitude estimates obtained from recent experiments using Ca atoms as energy
donors and O 2 anions @8#.
Finally, our results for Ca targets show that, although
electron correlation is extremely important to describe properly the initial and final states of calcium, it does not seem to
introduce new variables in our understanding of Penning detachment processes. Indeed, Penning detachment is the result
of the interaction between target and projectile electrons.
Since this interaction leads to detachment at rather long internuclear distances, one can expect that target electron correlation is only needed to account properly for Stark mixing
induced by the charged projectile. Provided that this requirement is fulfilled, the basic mechanisms responsible for Penning detachment are essentially the same as in the case of
effective one-electron targets.
Thus far, we have investigated only processes whose final
channel corresponds to free states of two neutral atoms and
an electron. Whether directly or by exchange, the departing
electron in effect leaves the negative ion. A second kind of
channel is possible if either the neutral atom is very highly
excited or the atoms remain in a molecular bound vibrational
state: this is the process in which the atoms form an ion pair
N 1 A 2 in the final state. The free channel with these products
is not available for the processes considered here. In future
work, we plan to address the associative process, which may
be important in collisions of alkali- and alkaline-earth atoms
with H 2 and halide ions.
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